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1. Introduction. - Crystal field studies in rare earth intermetallic compounds have received much attention in the recent past [1] . As expected for mentallic lattices, the point charge model often fails to give satisfactory accounts for the observed results. Moreover, the crystal field (CEF) parameters are sometimes found to vary drastically with the rare earth ion in a given series of compounds [2, 3] . The present status of theory tries to clear up the contribution of the conduction electron distribution to the coulombic potential and to anisotropic exchange terms acting on the 4f shell [4] [5] [6] .
In order to clarify the dependence of CEF parameters on the valency and size of ligand atoms and on the electronic structure of the compounds, we have undertaken a systematic determination of the crystal field in equiatomic compounds of the CsCI structure between rare earths R and different metals M.
In a preceding paper [7] , referred to here as paper I, we reported ,our investigations by neutron spectroscopy on the erbium compounds with Cu, Ag and Zn. Some rhodium compounds were simultaneously studied by Chamard-Bois et al. [8] . In [14] as :
The level scheme for Er3+ ion is given in figure 1 as a function of x..
FIG. 1. -Level scheme for J = 15/2 as a function of x |14 j.
As described in paper I, we used a fitting program to describe quantitatively the spectra assuming a gaussian shape for all structures. Besides the two CEF parameters, we take into account the instrumental resolution, the width of transitions, and the height of the elastic line. At high temperatures, a broad quasi-elastic contribution appears, but for clarity, we did not take it into account in the fits, which are drawn as solid lines in the figures.
Previous studies on non-magnetic YZn [7] and YRh [8] [18] and YMg [19] with the corresponding CEF contributions. The contribution of conduction electron distribution to the crystal field in rare earth metals has been investigated by several workers. Williams and Hirst [2] have evaluated the coulombic contribution of a 5d virtual bound state for a rare earth diluted in noble metals. Chow [20] has shown that exchange effects lead to partial cancellation of the fourth order term in this case. Contributions from conduction electrons to the electric field gradients in rare earth metals have been calculated within the augmentedplane-wave (APW) formalism [4] or orthogonalizedplane-wave (OPW) approach [5] . The predominant contributions to Af r2 ) and A1 r4 &#x3E; come from d electrons whereas f electrons also contribute to A6 r6). Eagles [21] has recently investigated the influence of f-d interactions on the effective crystal field seen by the 4f shell.
We shall try to analyze our results with the help of band calculations performed on these compounds [18, 19] . In cubic symmetry, the sign of A2 r4) is connected to the d-electrons character.
eg-type (dy) wave functions pointing along fourfold axes lead to a positive coulombic contribution, t2 g-type (de) to a negative one.
In our compounds, we have to deal with two kinds of d-electrons, depending on their localization around R or M atoms. In RCu or RZn compounds, they are found [18] Bucher and Maita [24] correlate the variations of A4 r4 &#x3E; in PrX compounds of NaCl structure with the electro-negativity 4l of X element : the effective charge of the anion in these ionic compounds is shown to vary linearly with 0. We have given in table 1 the electronegativity differences AO (Pauling's scale) between the rare earth and the alloyed metal.
The experimental variations of A2 r4) follow rather well the variation of AO. This seems to reveal some significant electron transfer in our compounds : Miedema et al. [25] have pointed out that, in intermetallic compounds, the charge transfer AZ between elements was proportional to their electronegativity difference. However some difficulties appear when a careful analysis is followed through, the sign or amplitude of charge transfers given by band calculations or isomer shifts [26] We have also restricted our investigations in this paper to one-ion terms in a cubic environment. This is only valid for dilute compounds or in the paramagnetic state. The magnetostriction observed for instance in RZn compounds [16] , [23] reveals the influence of two-ion anisotropic exchange, arising for instance through the coupling of the 4f shell quadrupole with the conduction band [27] . Such terms must be taken into account for a proper understanding of the behaviour of concentrated systems.
